
THE MINI KAOS
switch harness is a
small Futaba* unit.
On the original, I
used a Hitec Prism
7X TX and Williams
Bros.* smooth con-
tour wheels, but
Dave Brown* Electra
Lite wheels are much
lighter. Finding a
small fuel tank is a
challenge: I chose a
1-ounce plastic con-
tact-lens-cleaner bot-
tle. The plumbing is made of K&S* 1/16-inch-
outside-diameter metal tubes and thin sili-
cone fuel line from Sig* or Du-Bro*.

I covered the M i n i Kaos wi th
MonoKote*, bonding it completely to the
wood. This ensures a tougher model with
fewer wrinkles, and it helps the thin tail to
resist warping. Wanting to keep things sim-
ple, I opted for a fixed nose gear; the huge
rudder provides ample control for takeoff

steering and landing control. If you prefer,
with little extra effort, you could make the
nose gear steerable.

CONSTRUCTION
Let's assume that you have a few kits
under your belt and maybe even a plan-
built model or two. I don't want to cop
out on this phase but rather to pass on
only the information that may be unique
to one of my 1/2A designs.

My prototype weighed 14 ounces all up;
to achieve this weight, you must choose
your materials and RC gear carefully. Make
up a shopping list; note that you will need
fairly light balsa throughout (except for
the wing spars). By that, I mean wood
that has a density of 6 to 8 pounds per
cubic foot—a sheet of 3/32x3x36 inches
weighing no more than 18 grams (3/4
ounce), for example.

You can make it through this project
with a single bottle of medium CA; please
leave the heavy epoxy on the shelf!

Before you start assembling, make a
"kit" of parts to ensure that you have
the crucial materials on hand; you'll
also be able to check the parts fit before
you make things permanent. Make pat-

Join the fuselage sides
by adding the formers.

Place the fuselage upside-
down over the plan while using a

centerline to keep everything straight.

terns—copies of all the parts that need to
be cut out—and use a glue stick to attach
them temporarily to the wood (but do peel
them off fairly soon after you've cut the
parts). This method may also be applied to
the wing ribs: use the glue stick to tem-
porarily laminate two pieces of sheet under
the pattern, and you'll be
able to cut the ribs in half
the time.

On the tail, just
cut the parts out
and sand them
smooth; see the
bevel on the
hinge line? This
is important to
smooth control.
Install the eleva-
tor joiner, and set

these parts aside.
The fuselage is basical-

ly two joined side assem-
blies; refer to the plan to
get all the parts in the
right places. Work over
the top view and install
the two center bulkheads
and then the firewall (the
nose gear should be on
the firewall now), and
pull the tail panels
together. Plank the top
and bottom, and you've
nearly finished. Finally,
take the carving knife and
sanding block and trim
the corners to a nice
rounded shape. The fillets
are very much a part of this
design, so shame on
you if you leave
them off!

The fuselage
is a basic, simple

box. Begin by build-
ing the two sides—one

left and one right.

They not only improve the appearance,
but they also enhance f l ight
performance.

Either hunt down a formed-plastic
canopy, or shape a balsa block as I did
(yes, I hollowed it out).

Build the wing panels by first pinning down the TEs and the
bottom main spars, and then add the ribs as shown.

Here, the wing has the center sheet-
ing and LE installed on each
panel. A little carving and
sanding, and they'll
be ready to be
joined.

The completed wing
ready for the addition of the

aileron linkage and the servo.

THE WING
The wing really is

pretty simple, especially
ou did a good job of cut-

ting out the ribs. If you haven't
already done so, strip the leading edges

(LEs) out of 1/4-inch-thick balsa sheet (note
the depth of its taper)
along w i t h the t ra i l ing
edges (TEs) and ailerons. I
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THE MINI KAOS
used little spots of glue to
hold the ailerons to the TE
strips and then carved and
sanded them to shape as a
unit. Protect the plan with
wax paper while you assem-
ble the wing's halves. I
pinned the bottom spar and
the TE to the surface, and
then I glued in the ribs and
the spar webbing. Now glue
on the LE and the top spars.

At this point, I lifted my
wing panels off the board
and added the center sheet-
ing. Take a good look at the
wing cross-sections and
maybe make templates that
wil l help you carve the LE
to the correct taper.
Compare the two halves
closely to verify that they

I use a simple, fixed nose-
wheel assembly; you can eas-
ily add the hardware if you
want one that steers.

match. Sand a tiny angle
into the ends of the wing
roots where they jo in ,
and make sure they make
full contact. Glue the two
halves together as a butt
joint, adding slight dihe-
dral, and do what's nec-
essary to avoid twisting
the wing. Decide whether
you want to add the
fiberglass band around
the center (I left it off),
and then make the
aileron-servo cutout.

This is the point at
which I cut the ailerons
free and added the link-
age to the TE. Remember
to sand the bevel on the
aileron hinge line! Fit the
wing to the fuselage,

then drill and tap the hold-down blocks
for the hold-down screws and install the
dowel in the LE. Remember to leave the
planking off the nose bottom so that
you'll be able to drill through the hole in
the former and in the wing to position the
hold-down dowel. I keep writing "dowel,"
but I actually used a length of plastic tub-
ing from one of those telescopic pushrods.
Don't glue this in yet. The covering job
goes more easily if you cover first and
then glue in the tube/dowel afterward.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

Cover all the parts with the material of
your choice. Go ahead and hinge all of
the controls except for the rudder. I use
Mylar drafting film cut into 1/4-inch-wide
strips and fasten it with CA. The torque
rods must go on the ailerons before they're
hinged. The bearings should also be fitted
and glued in while you add the hinges.

WING SCREW
BLOCK

ROOT RIB DETAIL

JOIN WING PANELS WITH BUTT JOINT
WRAP i" WIDE LIGHT FIBERGLASS
AROUND CENTER

3/32" RAI 5A SHEET WING TIP WING DOWEL 3/16" DIA_HARDWO0D
3/32 BALSA SHEET WING TIP OR PLASTIC T U B E _

3 /8 " BALSA

1/8 X 3 / 8 3/18" BALSA
BALSA SHEET TOP

SE A .061 - .074 ENGINE.
MOUNT ON" PLASTIC RADIAL
MOTOR MOUNTS" TRIM_SI
TO CLEAR MUFFLER AND

NEEDLE" VALVE "" "

3/32" BALSA SHEET SIDES

MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS
6-32 PLASTIC

3/32 BALSA \ SCREWS
DOUBLER 1/32" PLY PUSHRODS ARE 3/16" SQ

BALSA WITH 0 4 5 " M. W.

NOTE USE DAVE BROWN
ELECTRA LIGHT TREADED WHEELS

To order the full-size plan, turn to "RC Store" on page 200.
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"It's not some hotshot Johnny come lately or
imported design copycat". . . It's the original!

# 250 6 Volt
# 1250 12 Volt

SUPER Xs

Electric Fuel Pump

# 249 6 Volt
# 1249 12 Volt

MARK X
Electric Fuel Pump

STRONG BOX"®
for 40 size

thru 1/4 models.

"STRONG

BOXII"®
for 1/4 scale and
larger models.

STRONG BOX"®
"STRONGBOX II"®

Super protection for your receiver and battery
pack and it makes your equipment installation

easier and more professional....

BALLBEAR-
ING Servo

Conversion Kits for
FUTABA

AIRTRONICS
& others.

(20 kits available.)

Glow-Devil •
Available as . .
R/C's, Long & Short.
Standard. Long & Short.
Four Cycle for OS,
Saito.
Highest Quality platinum

All items are now owned and manufactured by Sonic-Tronics Inc.
See your Dealer first or contact us directly with a self addressed

stamped business envelope for our 175 plus product listing.
Our products are no longer available at Great Planes, Tower & Omnimodels

bDNIE-lRONIE5= INC.

Proudly made
in the USA

7865 Mill Road, Elkins Park, PA. 19027 USA
Tel: 215-635-6520 FAX: 215 635 4951

THE MINI KAOS

The Mini Kaos ready to cover.

Mount the wing on the fuselage, and use
the wing as a reference point for aligning
the tail. If you misalign them, your Mini
Kaos will look silly, fly crooked and bring
shame to your entire household! Do
what's required to get the tail on straight,
and then hinge the rudder.

Here, the aileron servo and linkage have been installed—

simple and effective.

Cut a couple of control horns out of
thin plywood and attach them to the tail
surfaces. I made my strip aileron connec-
tors by chopping them out of plastic bell-
cranks and drilling the necessary holes;
they are press-fit onto the rods. If that

doesn't suit you, cut some brass tubes,
flatten their ends for the pushrod holes
and solder them into place. The linkage is
a couple of pieces of '/te-inch wire. Install
the engine, aligning the thrust line as
shown, and make the cutouts required for
the parts that stick out.

I made the clunk for my
tank by sticking a length of
tube into the end of the pick-
up line, and then I wound
thin solder around the joint.
Fish the tubes through and
make the engine connections.

Place the radio equipment
in the fuselage and check the
balance. Mount the servos
where the linkages will fit and
in such a way that the model
balances. The pushrods in my
M i n i Kaos are a couple of
lengths of 3/16-inch-square
balsa with wire attached to
their ends. I am fond of using
a paper clip for the servo end,
but the rear is music wire. Fit

the pushrods carefully, and you won't
have to bend them. The throttle drive in
my bird is a length of 0.020-inch wire
between the servo and carb. Do what's
needed to get your switch harness
mounted, and check all of the controls for

Any of today's mini RC systems will fit the Mini Kaos nicely. The small area trimmed off the

fuselage doubter allows the offset wing-mounted aileron servo to fit perfectly.
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proper throw and smoothness of move-
ment. Have a buddy drop by and critically
admire your latest creation; see whether
he notices anything that needs attention.

FLYING

Break in your new engine on a test stand.
Follow its manufacturer's instructions,
and forget about flying until it will hold a
steady peaked setting on the ground. I use
the Norvel BigMig .061 with great results,

I used a Norvel BigMig VaA engine for power.

but it does require a proper break-in. (This
is especially true of the newer versions
that have a ceramic cylinder coating.) It
may be the fault of my fuel (K&B* 500),
but I have found that the stock glow plug
runs much too cold in all my engines.
The idle and transition are messy, and the
needle valve becomes fussy. Cox* glow
heads may be threaded directly into the
BigMig cylinder; I use the head from a
Cox Black Widow, and my engine runs
like a charm!

Do all your range checks with and
without the engine running. If you can,
plan to launch from the ground; other-
wise, just take the engine up to top revs
and give the Mini Kaos a forward shove.
Let it climb and then check the trims and
responses; do a slow pass at altitude to get
the feel of things, and then enjoy!

Let me know how you make out, and I
will be glad to answer any questions.

'Addresses are listed alphabetically in "Featured
Manufacturers" on page 198. +

success Series Kits --
Hphey are the Best!

• The Best Wood: Micro-Cut
Quality Wood parts that fit great

• The Best Construction Manual:
Step-by-step, clearly illustrated
construction manual with no photos

• The Best Designs: From some of
the best designers in the industry

Midwest AT-6
Wingspan: 83" Engine: 1 .2-1.4

Kit #177

As Fun To Build As They Are To Fly
Visit us at

www. midwestproducts. com

IP MIDWEST
(mm) PRODUCTS co., INC.

400 S. Indiana St Hobart. IN 46342
(800) 348-3497

March 1-4
2001

Flagler County
- Airport -

Bunnell, Florida

P R E - R E G I S T E R N O W !

Name: AMA#

Address: -Zip.

Tel:! Radio Freqs:
$ 4 0 pre-registers one or more aircraft. On-site registration is $60.
Pre-registration positively ends February Wh!

Brought to you by

Payable to FLORIDA JETS
% Frank Tiano Enterprises Money orders, checks or cash
1 5 3 0 0 Estancia Lane accepted. Sorry, no credit cards.

Wellinqton Florida 3 3 4 1 4
MciNiyiuii,iiuiiuu ju - t iH e m a I L e c D u p o n receipt of your

Telephone 561-795-6600 registration funds.
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